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July 2010, and Oxford Summer Academy opens 
its doors to another group of talented pupils for 

our two week course.

We have welcomed students from across the 
globe, to study subjects as wide ranging as Phi-
losophy and Particle Physics, as well as many 
others.  But it hasn’t all been academia.  In com-
bination with  a major and a minor area of study, 
each student chose an elective subject, such as 
Creative Writing, Debating, or Photography, as 
well as further broadening their horizons with in-
formative day trips to Oxforshire historical sites 
and London, and visits to the theatre.

This magazine presents a small selection of our 
students’ work from the last fortnight: A review 
of a production of the Taming of the Shrew 
attended by the students; comments and photo-
graphs from the course; several creative writing 
contributions in the form of  prose and poetry, in 
English and in French; as well as an academic 
essay on Medical Biology.  

We are exceptionally proud of these contribu-
tions, and their quality is testament to the stu-
dents’ enthusiasm and motivation and enjoyment 
of the course.  

Alexis Lansbury - Course Director



Taming of the Shrew
Yasmin Disney offers a critical review of the Taming of the Shrew, 
performed  in Magdelen College Gardens, Oxford.

I went to this production of The Taming of the 
Shrew without many prior conceptions. Although 

I knew the play well, I had never seen it performed 
to its full length and, coming from Malaysia where 
Shakespeare productions aren’t particularly common, 
I was interested to see how a group of student actors 
would deal with the tricky themes of obedience, love 
and marriage in a twenty-first century context. The 
first thing that struck me was how beautiful the set 
was – the walled outdoor garden of Magdalen Col-
lege in the evening made for a simple yet gorgeous 
setting. This beautiful setting was spoilt a little by the 
very loud, obnoxious Italian students sitting beside us 
who spent the entire first half of the play talking and 
laughing rudely until they were politely told to “shut 
the hell up” by other members of the audience!

The acting itself was superb, with the actors really 
throwing themselves into the roles. I particularly en-
joyed the relationship between Petruchio and Katha-
rina which was played to full effect. Interestingly, I 
remained unsure about how to interpret Petruchio 
right up until the very end – he was portrayed as both 
admirable and intelligent, but also offensive and arro-
gant (though I have to admit his arrogance did add to 
his overall manly sex appeal!) The struggle between 
Petruchio and Katharina, the central force of the play, 
was wonderfully executed, with the two of them en-
gaging in some very funny exchanges, particularly 
where Petruchio insists “it is the moon that shines so 
bright,” while Katharina is (rightly!) convinced that 
“it is the sun that shines so bright.”

“...if you feel really strongly about equality in 
marriage, maybe you should give this one a 

miss.”

Throughout the play, the actors made fairly minimal 
use of props, though the costumes were elaborate and 
detailed. This helped in emphasizing the idea of the 
importance of appearances, and illusion versus real-
ity, a key recurring theme in the play. One aspect I 
particularly enjoyed was the way the actors sang to 
indicate scene changes and as they moved the props 
around. I thought this was far more effective than the 

traditional method of a blackout with people scrab-
bling around in the dark to rearrange the scene and 
helped give a sense of continuity and smooth flow to 
the entire performance.

In a play about the relationships between the sexes 
and male domination over women, I have to admit it 
was the male actors who really dominated (or maybe 
I was just focusing my attention on them because the 
actor playing Lucentio was really, really cute). The 
female actresses, particularly Bianca, Katharina’s sis-
ter, came across as extremely bland at times, doing 
nothing more but pouting and sighing and shrieking, 
while the male comic characters especially had the 
audience in fits when they stripped down to their very 
tight briefs and paraded around onstage. Katharina 
definitely had a lot more zest and life than her sister 
and as much as I hate to admit it, I could see a lot of 
myself in her (that awful scowl of hers was frighten-
ingly familiar!)

Perhaps the only part of the play I really took issue 
with is Katharina’s final speech, where Petruchio 
has won his wager of having the most obedient wife 
and claims to have successfully “tamed” the shrew. 
Katharina’s claim that “thy husband is thy lord, thy 
life, thy keeper, thy head, thy sovereign, one that cares 
for thee…” and that women are bound to “serve, love 
and obey” their husbands did make me a little indig-
nant, especially because it was performed without a 
trace of irony or sarcasm, and the actress even went 
so far as to kneel down in servitude in front of Petru-
chio! Without being a bra-burning feminist, I have to 
say that their interpretation of that final scene didn’t 
entirely lend itself to my liking… Considering that 
it is now 2010, I felt the actors could have made the 
effort to make the play a little more relevant to a mod-
ern audience. I know I wasn’t alone in feeling just a 
bit incensed by the sickening way Katharina declared 
her eternal obedience to her husband and tried to con-
vince others to do the same! But maybe I’m just nit-
picking. Overall, I felt the performance was excellent 
and recommend it to all Shakespeare lovers – though 
if you feel really strongly about equality in marriage, 
maybe you should give this one a miss.



East Meets West

Hi. My name is Javidan and you have probably seen 
me in St Edmund Hall. I am from Azerbaijan, but 

probably you will not even know where that is. Let me 
explain. –It is in Central Asia, near Turkey, on the Caspian 
Sea. It is an Islamic democracy, very hot in summer, cold 
in winter and its history is one of constant change .The 
capital city of Azerbaijan is Baku which is small but a re-
ally beautiful and historical city.

As you might imagine, Oxford was a bit of shock one 
month ago with its very ancient history, its green gardens 
and parks, historical museums and churches  everywhere. 
One of the things I liked most is the gardens of the col-
leges. The university gardens are unbelievably beautiful. 
The outer appearance of the buildings seems very ancient 
but the insides are quite modern. 

Another thing I like here is my school, my teachers and 
my friends. Even though my classroom is not very big, 
but we have had a good time with our teachers who are 
very kind and I really enjoy my lessons.

You know though, there are some things that I’m not too 
keen on here. When I go to the market or shopping, there 
are a lot of people who make  big queues and I think that 
makes the customers bored. However I think it is normal 

because there are a lot of tourists here especially for edu-
cation. Anyway I like Oxford and the people here because 
they are polite and usually friendly :-) 

You could ask me what my aim for coming here was; My 
aim for coming here is improving my English and some 
subjects such as Maths and Physics. I would like to think 
that every day my English is getting better because my 
friends who are here with me in a group are really talka-
tive and they also want to improve their English. I have 
met people not only from the UK, but from Holland, Ni-
geria, the USA, Spain and Switzerland.

Generally the cultural differences between Azerbaijan and 
the UK are not very big. For example, when I have seen 
some teenagers of my age who are drunk in the street, I 
neither expected it, nor really liked it.- I just do not under-
stand it. Anyway, that is just a little problem

I think I am starting to understand British culture. Now it 
would be nice to explain to my new friends and my teach-
ers. It would be nice for my friends and for my teachers if 
they come and visit Baku.

WEST meets EAST and EAST meets WEST

Four Week Student Javidan Abdullayev comments on his experiences 
at the Oxford Summer Academy



Les Quatre Cent Coups
French Prose, based on the Nouvelle Vague with Francois Truffaut 
after studying the film ‘Les 400 Coups’, by Gabriel Tiplady

Students’ Visit to Historic Warwick Castle...

Il a tourné le dos aux falaises une fois encore, pour 
qu’il ait pu voir cette immensité moue et foncée. 

Dans la distance les ondes se sont frappées contre 
les rochers et les maigres silhouettes des oiseaux 
ont fait des cercles sous l’ombre des nuages. L’eau 
s’est coulée autour de ses pieds et le vent a hérissé 
les poils de sa peau. Il y avait une tranquillité avec 
laquelle Antoine n’avait jamais rencontré. 

Soudain des cris se sont jetés du bois. Antoine s’est 
tourné : là-haut les gardes s’étaient apparus. Ils 
l’avaient vu ; ils l’avaient trouvé. Il a pensé du camp 
et tout ce qui suivra : la punition, un métier, un usine 
plein de poussière ou il passera beaucoup d’années 
comme prisonnier. Les gardes descendaient l’escalier 
du bois à la plage, et il a décidé de s’enfuir encore. 
Il a couru. Il a couru à l’eau. Il a senti le froid du 
liquide salé. Ses pieds sont descendus plus et plus 
bas dans le sable à tel point qu’il s’est senti qu’un 
lourd était attaché aux jambes. Il n’a pas pu courir 
encore, il avait couru jusqu’au point que l’eau avait 

couvert ses cuisses. Mais il a continué à essayer, et 
il est tombé. Sa tête est disparue sous l’écume d’une 
nouvelle onde. Le son des sifflets furieux n’était plus 
audible lorsque l’eau froide et amère a versé dans sa 
bouche. Le sel a piqué ses yeux, il n’a pas pu voir. 
L’ombre et l’amertume l’écrasaient, et il n’a pas pu 
retrouver l’air frais de la terre…

Des mains fortes se sont plongées dans l’eau à coté 
de lui. Il s’est senti son pull serré par ces mains, et il 
était tiré brusquement en haut et s’est cassé la sur-
face. Il a avalé furieusement l’air glorieux, l’air de la 
vie. Mais quand il a ouvert ses yeux là était le garde, 
se tenant triomphant sur lui. 

« Tu vas rester en régime cellulaire Doinel. Tu peux 
geler dans les vêtements que vous avez mouillé ».

Et donc la fuite était finie.            



Four Short Pieces 

Realism: A Slice of Life
Audrey  Pang

Traveling by shuttle, I arrived at the Central pier to 
catch the slow ferry across to Cheung Chau, a remote 

but wonderfully quaint and fascinating island. Upon arriv-
ing, rows of tomato-red lanterns and flashing neon signs 
are seen at the edge of the sea as the local market pre-
pares for another day of work. Plastic rings and minute key 
chains are scattered on tables, while some are adorned in 
crocheted baskets and stools. Families hug. Greetings are 
made. A 2-year-old toddler with a grubby white vest tugs 
at his mother’s sleeve, yelling and gesticulating wildly for 
attention.

I ate a seafood meal with 10 people that day. The restau-
rant that we had the opportunity of dining at was oozing 
with the stench of fresh seafood. Most of the dishes were 
pan-seared, and erupting with an unforgettable waft of gar-
lic, onion, and special seasoning sauces.

After the meal, we walked, side by side, across the road 
along the ferry pier. Some of the fishermen were smoking. 
Young girls were staring agog into tiny mirror cases, ap-
plying layers of make-up. Meanwhile, guys in striped flan-
nel shirts were cycling steadily along the sidewalk, their 
bells ringing softly into the deep silence of the day.

The Kitchen
Audrey Pang

Rosemary, thyme, and the rich scent of garlic and chives 
wafted from the door. Freshly squeezed lemonade and 

orange soda was locked in cubes of ice as it began to thaw 
in the icy-cold fridge. On the other side of the room, warm 
chocolate melted into the scene as baskets of candy-apple 
lollipops and an array of biscuits delivered their heavenly 
scent.

A trail of smoke bellowed from the oven. It was the sticky-
date pudding erupting with the aroma of honey and sug-
ared fruits. On the cupboard opposite the oven, a crate of 
bottle-green lettuce was seen. Its colour contrasted starkly 
with the juicy, blood-like skin of cherry tomatoes on the 
chopping board.

This room is clearly like no other!

Home
Gabby Sher

 The little closet on the second floor of the house 
was my escape.  Filled with old baby clothes, 

black and white portraits of my ancestors, and boxes of 
forgotten lamp shades and broken toys brought over from 
our past homes, it was covered in memories.  Most often I 
hid there when I was told something I didn’t want to hear, 
and this time was no different.  My mother told me we 
had to leave, move to a new home, because it was practi-
cal.  I didn’t want to be practical, rational, or reasonable or 
anything- I just wanted to stay in the home I loved.  So I 
fled to the little closet with one small window overlooking 
the garden, and stood among the memories that somehow 
made up my childhood.  

My Neverland
Gabby Sher

 The breathing wind that gently shook the blades 
of grass and made the trees whisper, that was 

my neverland.  The breeze that flew across the fields and 
swirled around every branch felt like home.  I could run 
barefoot over the hills that rolled like waves and be on 
an adventure at sea, with the spray of the sea splashing at 
my skin.  I could grasp the towering white stones and be 
climbing a snowy mountain, with little time to save the 
struggling victim at the top.  I could spread my arms and 
lift my face towards the clouds and be a soaring bird, with 
no worries and no time and no name.  I could stand on top 
of the smooth stone steps and be a majestic queen looking 
over her kingdom.  I could lean over and peer through the 
clear water of the pond and be a mermaid, gliding through 
the water with the orange fish.  I could sing, sending my 
voice through the sky and have the caressing breeze sing 
along.  I could pick a white dandelion and make wishes 
to the wind, praying that my neverland would follow me 
wherever I go.  

Students Audrey Pang and Gabby Sher present Two Short Pieces of 
Prose each.



Students Audrey Pang and Gabby Sher present Two Short Pieces of 
Prose each.

Original Poetry
Originally composed poetic contributions from Alex Rockstroh 
and Abraheem Dittu

Love
By Alex Rockstroh

Left in the vast ocean, lone captain of a lone ship.
Islands on the horizon break the seemingly everlasting monotony,
followed by company of natives, fires in the evening and burnt ashes in the morning,
only to return to sea again.
Never, my love, did I settle down, never experienced I home or warmth.
Just once, when loneliness had almost seared my heart and brain to ruins
and my lifeless body stared out into infinity without seeing,
my ears listened to deafening silence without paying attention,
did land appear, rough and inhabited, far from everything I had known.
Laying foot on this new land, I felt to my fingertips the opportunity
to finally cease my purposeless striving. 
This shall be the end and the beginning. Here shall be home.
When I woke up my home lay in 100000 feet on the dark bottom of the sea,
Swallowed by an unholy force, mocking my endless cries with inactivity.
Alone I was again.
Why, you may ask, do I still live?
You, my love, are the reason why I did not drown miserably in the pitiless waves.
You are refuge for my suffering heart and my tortured mind,
My shelter, when everything else failed me.
Thanks to you, I have not thrown myself down the highest cliff into sweet, merciful death.
You are my ship.

The most important room
Alex  Rockstroh

is not big.
It has no high ceilings, nor fancy curtains, it isn’t even particularly comfortable.
If the most comfortable room in the universe was a mighty old tree, with branches as thick as a man’s waist, my room was a dead 
leaf, brown and lifeless.
Still, it remains my room.
God may provide me with a heavenly palace, but my thousand servants would still find me locked away in my tiniest room of all.

A Woman’s Worth
Abraheem Dittu

If winter is cold and summer is hot
If spring brings new life that fall takes away
How can passionate love be forgot
It saddens me so the price you must pay
Your beauty remains; attraction still thrives
Your devotion is true; you’re ever so kind
Innocent and pure, don’t cheat or contrive
So why are you drifting out of my mind?
I chased with intention you fell for my charm
Then friction turned fire and we became one
I’m here for support to keep you from harm
But you should be my life, the moon and the sun
A beautiful girl that I have enchanted
Should not be neglected nor taken for granted



Classical Poetry
A Chaucerian Poem by UnNati Shah, and A Shakespearian Sonnet by 
Ellie Desouza

The Oxford Scholar
A poem inspired by Geoffrey Chaucer 
by Unnati Shah

A SCHOLAR was there with books in his hand,
Said he had more than any in the land.
Bag slung round his shoulder, he walked with a slump,
Hair brown, tousled, stuck in rough clumps.
Each morning he’d wake up before the rest,
So before school he’d have time to get dressed.
His eyes were shadowed and heavy with sleep,
Three alarm clocks he did keep.
Five cups of coffee he drank every morn’,
Because each day he’d wake up at dawn,
But even so he could not sleep at night,
Still working and writing well after the light.
On his first day of college he wore a black suit,
But as time wore on he took a new route,
Now jeans and T-shirts are his daily attire,
Easy to put on when time-keeping is dire.
As classes commenced he listened with patience
Even when teachers were talking no sense.
But still each day he walked with a smile,
Friendly and ready all the while.
His handsome face was never depressed,
His wise grey eyes never revealed his stress.
Many friends he had and made time for them all,
Juggling his work and mates when they called.
Despite all these problems he had to endure,
He stayed tired but happy and calm and pure.
He liked to learn or so he proclaimed,
Knowledge was important, more so than fame.
And so he remained the cleverest you’d meet,
The Oxford scholar, sitting there in his seat.

Waiting
by Ellie Desouza

A prettier girl you will have never seen.
Her lips were that red that made your heart gasp,
Her eyes sparkled brightly, a shiny sea green,
Her hair was held up in a golden clasp.
Patiently she sat as the year grew cold,
On top of a hill, she sat still waiting
Full of hope till the day she grew old
For a boy who would join her in creating
Wild love stories, that she told to pass the days,
Of two young lovers who would escape and elope,
Then sit on a hill together, and gaze.
When the day came that she had given up hope
Upon the horizon a man appeared,
Another romantic complete with a beard.



Medical Biology
Max Louwerens presents a perspective on a topic covered in 
Medical Biology class

was named after Dr. Klaus Patau, who discovered that 
this syndrome was in fact a numerical chromosome 
abnormality. About 4 % of babies born with Patau 
syndrome survive, many do not survive due to mis-
carriages, stillbirths and fetal deaths. Patau syndrome 
is usually diagnosed before birth, and many mothers 
choose to abort their child if it has been diagnosed 
with the chromosomal abnormality. The life expect-
ancy of a sufferer of Patau syndrome is around 10 
years. 

Like all trisomies, the risk of Patau syndrome in a 
baby increases with maternal age, and it affects ap-

proximately one in every 10,000 live births. Pa-
tau syndrome has effects on the nervous 

and musculoskeletal system, as well 
as causing kidney and heart defects, 

such as a ventricular septral heart 
defect. The symptoms in the nerv-
ous system include severe mental 
retardation and motor challenge, 
cataracts, loss of vision and can 
also cause spinal defects. Effects 
on the musculoskeletal system in-

clude polydactyly, the presence of 
extra digits, low-set ears, deformed 

feet known as rocker-bottom feet, an 
abnormal palm pattern and cleft lips and 

cleft palates. 

Treatment of Patau syndrome differs with every case. 
Normally the sufferers of Patau syndrome are treated 
depending on their individual problems. Surgery is 
often needed to treat septral heart defect or a cleft pal-
ate. The sufferer can go to physical and speech thera-
py to help them reach their full potential.

In conclusion, numerical chromosome abnormali-
ties occur when an oocyte undergoes meiosis, but the 
chromosomes do not split up during the anaphase of 
meiosis, causing non-disjunction, and resulting in ei-
ther disomic or nullisomic gametes. When these gam-
etes fertilise other gametes, numerical chromosome 
abnormalities can occur, such as trisomy 13, Patau 
syndrome.

The occurrence of numerical chromosome abnor-
malities and an example of one of them. 
Max Louwerens

Numerical chromosome abnormalities occur 
when non-disjunction occurs during meiosis, the 

process of making gametes. These gametes, that are 
normally haploid or monosomic, can, through non-
disjunction, become disomic or nullisomic, and when 
the sperm cell or egg cell that has this extra copy of a 
chromosome, or no copies of a certain chromosome, 
fertilise each other, a numerical chromosome abnor-
mality is present in the child. 

Numerical chromosome abnormalities in-
volve the loss or gain of one or more 
chromosomes. The gain of one extra 
chromosome is known as trisomy 
and the loss of a chromosome 
is known as monosomy. There 
are several trisomies that are 
compatible with life, the most 
common one being trisomy 21, 
also known as Down syndrome. 
Other trisomies compatible with 
life are trisomy 18, Edwards syn-
drome, and trisomy 13, Patau syn-
drome. 

Non-disjunction is caused during meiosis, when 
the chromosomes fail to separate during the anaphase 
of meiosis I or II. This means that gametes can end up 
becoming disomic or nullisomic, and this can cause a 
numerical chromosome abnormality. The probability 
of non-disjunction occurring increases with mater-
nal age, probably due to the inactivity of the oocyte 
that originally undergoes meiosis. It is therefore more 
likely for an older woman to give birth to a baby with 
a numerical chromosome abnormality.
 
One numerical chromosome abnormality which is 
compatible with life is trisomy 13, Patau syndrome. 
The extra copy of chromosome 13 disrupts develop-
ment of the baby, and can cause severe damage to it, 
including heart and kidney defects. Patau syndrome 



Ever Such a nice boy...
A Fictional Interview, carried out by the Very Real Emily Tatlow and    Shannon Inglesby

Ever Such A Nice Boy

Edith Parkinson, now 25, was the blonde-
haired, blue-eyed childhood friend of the 

most talked about graduate of the year. Here, she 
tells Emily Tatlow about her happy memories of 
young Tom.
 
Q: Edith, tell me how you first got to know Tom.

A: Oh he was ever such a nice boy! I’ve known 
him m’self for bout 10 years now. I used to work 
as a maid you see, and one summer, couple o’ 
years after I started. Mrs. Dykes, the mistress, 
came and told me that her nephew was coming 
to stay with us because his parents had passed 
away. He was only 11 year old and to be here 
during the summer ‘cause he was to go to some 
fancy boarding school up north. When he came, 
we hit it off straight away, used to play for hours 
with him, bless his heart.

Q: Do you know why Tom’s parents died?

A: No ma’am, I don’t. You see, Tom never spoke 
of his parents, he must have been in agony, poor 
soul. Mrs. Dykes, however, did seem to think 
there was more to their deaths but we didn’t like 
to talk abut it when Tom was near. 

Q: Did Tom have any favourite  hobbies, things 
he liked to do?

A: Well, now you mention it, he did so love 
playing outside in the garden, bless him. Ever 
such a nice boy. He ‘specially loved playing 
with insects, ruling over them almost! Ants, 
spiders, beetles, whatever, he did so love them! 
There was a time however, one incident, I had 
to tell ‘im off, bless his heart. He was sitting in 
the grass on the back lawn like he always did, 

but this time he had a snake in his hands, a snake 
ma’am. Well I tell you I go straight up to him 
and says “Tom, put that filthy animal down, it 
might bite you!” He just looks back at me with 
a blank stare and says quite calmly, “He won’t 
hurt me.” Anyway, I took Tom inside and he 
never repeated that incident thank God, but I al-
ways felt he looked at me a bit strange after that.

Q: But you still got on with him? 

A:  Oh yes, he was ever such a nice boy - reelly 
charming, so clever and thoughtful and just the 
same when he grew up. But I always felt that 
they worked Tom too hard at that school. He’d 
come home in summer absolutely wore out. But 
the Major and Mrs. Dykes told me that he was 
doing very well in school and that one of his 
teachers had wrote to them saying Tom should 
consider a career in the government. Tom, in 
politics, now that would be something! Well he’s 
just left school so we’ll just have to wait and see. 
But he’ll do great things, that I’m 
sure of. He’s ever such a nice boy. 
 

Footnote: Tom is now studying 
Ancient History at Christ Church 
College at Oxford University, which 
reminds him very fondly of his old 
boarding school. We wish him the 
best of luck with his studies and are 
sure we’ll hear much about him in 
the future.



Editors Note: 25 Years Later
Ever Such A Nice Boy?

Trying to remember what better days were 
like in such a troubled world, we have Edith 

Parkinson, once a close friend of the Mayhem 
himself. Many years ago, Emily Tatlow inter-
viewed Edith in the heyday of our generation. 
Now Shannon Inglesby seeks to find any hidden 
secrets from that time, and how Edith, aged 50, 
feels about the events that have changed the 
world. 
 
Q: Edith, many years ago you were interviewed 
by this same newspaper, do you remember it 
correctly?

A:  Not really, my memory isn’t really what it 
was. It’s been too long.

Q: Luckily we have the original interview with 
us today. Reading over your responses, did you 
ever think Tom would turn out to be this way? 
You made it clear that he was ever such a nice 
boy?

A: No I didn’t. I didn’t think he’d turn out this 
way.

Q: Did he ever display activity that seemed sus-
picious?

A: No, never!

Pause.

A: Well with the exception of the snake.

Q:  Oh yes you mentioned the snake in that first 
interview.

A:  Yes such a weird attraction to them, he 
had. He'd always point them out to me and I'd 
laugh, because I didn’t know what else to do. I 
hated 'em, the slimy creatures. But the one time 
I caught him, playing with the snake that is, he 
was acting strange, he was. He was talkin’ to it 
if I remember correctly. My memory’s faded on 
loads of stuff, but not that, I’m pretty sure. He 
was pretending to be a snake I suppose. Yet he 
wasn’t playin’. He seemed so serious, he did. I 
was so confused. But aside from that, there was 
nothin’. Nothing else I would have noticed. His 
teachers loved him.

Q: Why do you think he turned out this badly?

A:  I couldn’t tell you. I really couldn’t. In them 
days, he was ever such a nice boy. Now he’s 
done dreadful things. I loved him as a boy I 
reelly did. I thought his charm and wit woulda 
taken ‘im places. But not these places, these hor-
rible awful places. He’s the downfall of our gov-
ernment, as we know it, no one 
saw that coming, well I couldn’t 
anyway. To think I knew him first. 
Killed his parents, killed loads of 
others, I can’t believe it, I really 
can’t. 

Q: Yes to think you knew him as a 
boy, he didn’t turn out the way the 
world thought he would. Thank 
you Edith, I’m sorry if talking 
about the nice boy you once knew 
has made you sad. This is the 
menace that continues to plague 
our world today, Tom Riddle.
 
© The Daily Prophet, July 1977
 *With acknowledgements to 
“Ever Such A Boy” by William Plomer and the 
Harry Potter novels by J.K. Rowling.

Ever Such a nice boy...
A Fictional Interview, carried out by the Very Real Emily Tatlow and    Shannon Inglesby
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Dr Nadeem Ahmed    Critical Thinking, Public Speaking and Debate
Dr Robert Beddow    English - IELTS Preparation
Lesley Brads     History: The Victorian Age, History: World Wars I and II 
Renata Calverley    It all began with words, Shakespeare, Creative Writing
Vanessa Cazzato  Ancient Greek, Classical Mythology, Latin
Patrick Collins  Contemporary Playwrights, Themes in Drama, Drama and Creative Writing
Anna Dowrick    English
Callum Docherty    Introduction to Particle Physics, Geometry and Trigonometry
Julia Ford    Psychology
Rebecca Joseph    Advanced Medical Biology
Paul Kitovitz     Economic Curiosities, Macroeconomics
Christine Marshall  Intermediate French
Simeon Masmanian  Advanced Calculus, English for Science and Maths, Advanced Algebra
Paul Medley   Photography 
Terry O’Brien    Aspects of Irish Literature, Perspectives on Poetry, Creative Writing
Dr Stephanie Solywoda   Philosophy, Essay Writing for History
Joe Staines    Introduction to Advanced Maths
Tom Stevenson    Introduction to Medical Biology
Mark Welton     Maths for Entrance Tests

Administrative Staff

Course Director  Dr Alexis Lansbury
Bursar    Bruce Calverley
Creative Director  Leila Battison
Manager   Calvert McGibbon
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 Ben Cook
 Jamie Parker-Brads


